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Formed last year, Ensemble Pendulum is a group of young musicians eager
to share their favourite music with you. Recently back from a cultural
exchange in Verona, Pendulum experienced playing and hearing music
of the baroque masters in voluptuously beautiful Italian churches many
hundreds of years old.
Students of the Historical Performance Unit at the Sydney Conservatorium,
these musicians have studied under Neal Peres Da Costa, Rachael Beesley
and Hans-Dieter Michatz, as well as having the opportunity to play for
international artists such as Tafelmusik, London Haydn Quartet and
Richard Egarr. While in Italy Pendulum spent an amazing week working
under the mentorship of Midori Seiler whose intimate musical knowledge
was extremely inspirational.
Programme:
Two Boismortier Sonatas for Flute and Violin, a Corelli violin sonata, a
Telemann flute sonata, a J.S. Bach trio sonata and a Locatelli trio sonata.
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Formerly the Allambie Heights Uniting Church, Humph
Hall is now the private home of Gial & Wayne.
Bookings: 9939 8802 wayne@humph.org - humphhall.org
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